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Abstract. Masking and desynchronization of power traces are two widely used countermeasures against power attacks. Higher-order power attacks are used to break cryptographic implementations protected by masking countermeasures. However, they require to capture long-distance dependency, the dependencies among distant Points-of-Interest (PoIs) along the time axis, which together contribute to the information leakage. Desynchronization of power traces provides resistance against power attacks by randomly shifting the individual traces, thus, making the PoIs misaligned for different traces. Consequently, a successful attack against desynchronized traces requires to be invariant to the random shifts of the power traces. A successful attack against cryptographic implementations protected by both masking and desynchronization countermeasures requires to be both shift-invariant and capable of capturing long-distance dependency. Recently, Transformer Network (TN) has been introduced in natural language processing literature. TN is better than both Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) at capturing long-distance dependency, and thus, a natural choice against masking countermeasures. Furthermore, a TN can be made shift-invariant making it robust to desynchronization of traces as well. In this work, we introduce a TN-based model, namely TransNet, for power attacks. Our experiments show that the proposed TransNet model successfully attacks implementation protected by both masking and desynchronization even when it is trained on only synchronized traces. Particularly, it can bring down the mean key rank below 1 using only 400 power traces if evaluated on highly desynchronized ASCAD_desync100 dataset even when it is trained on ASCAD dataset which has no trace desynchronization. Moreover, if compared to other state-of-the-art deep learning models, our proposed model performs significantly better when the attack traces are highly desynchronized.
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1 Introduction

Ever since its introduction in [KJJ99], power analysis attacks pose a significant threat to cryptographic implementations. To protect the cryptographic implementations from those attacks, several countermeasures have been proposed. Masking countermeasures [CJRR99, Mes00, CG00, AG01] and desynchronization of traces [CK09, CK10] are two commonly used countermeasures against those attacks. Recently, several deep learning methods [MZ13, MPP16] have been found to be very effective against both the countermeasures. In literature, the attacks against the two countermeasures are related to two widely studied problems in deep learning, namely the problem of capturing long-distance dependency [Mag19, ZBH20, PA20] and shift-invariant feature learning [CDP17, ZBH20, CDP17, BPS+20, ZS20, KPH+19, WHJ+20, ZBH20, WAGP20].
In masking countermeasure, each intermediate sensitive variable of the cryptographic implementation is divided into multiple shares so that any proper subset of the shares remains independent of the sensitive variable. A successful attack against the masking scheme combines the leakages of all the shares to infer information about the sensitive variable. Such attacks are called higher-order power attacks. In many implementations, the leakage points (also known as Points-of-Interest or PoIs) of different shares can be spread across multiple sample points in the power traces. Moreover, the distances between the PoIs can be large. Thus, a higher-order attack against such implementations requires to combine the leakages of sample points which are long distance apart. In deep learning literature, this problem is referred to as the problem of capturing long-distance dependency [HBFS01, VSP+17].

On the other hand, misalignment or desynchronization of the power traces causes the PoIs of the traces to be misaligned with each other, making the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the individual sample points to reduce. The reduced SNR causes an increase in the number of required power traces for a successful attack. In deep learning, the problem of misalignments in the inputs are addressed by making the deep neural models shift-invariant [Zha19].

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been widely adopted for performing power attacks. Because of the shift-invariance property of CNNs, they can perform very well on misaligned attack traces, and thus, can eliminate critical preprocessing step like realignment of power traces in a standard power attack [CDP17]. Since the robustness of CNN-based models to misaligned traces do not depend on any property of power traces, the CNN-based models might succeed in a situation where the realignment techniques might fail. Moreover, the CNN-based models have achieved the state-of-the-art results in many publicly available datasets [ZBHV20, WAGP20].

Though the CNNs are good at shift-invariant feature extraction, they are not good at capturing long-distance dependency [VSP+17]. In a power attack, the existing CNN-based models achieve the ability to capture long-distance dependency either by interleaving pooling layers with convolutional layers or by using several fully connected layers after the convolutional layers or by a combination of both [BPS+20, KPH+19, ZBHV20]. Recently, [PA20] have proposed to use dilated convolutional layers for capturing long-distance dependency. However, it is known in the deep learning literature that interleaving some sub-sampling layers like max-pooling or average-pooling with convolutional layers, or the usage of dilated convolutional layers reduce the shift-invariance of CNN models [Zha19, YK16]. On the other hand, fully connected layers are not shift-invariant at all unless their input is already shift-invariant. As a result, the existing CNN-based models are limited in several aspects. Firstly, to perform well on desynchronized attack traces, they are required to be trained using profiling desynchronization almost same as attack desynchronization [ZS20, WHJ+20]. Secondly, even when trained using profiling desynchronization same as attack desynchronization, they fail to perform well for a very large value of desynchronization. Finally, the CNN-based models are designed considering either the amount of desynchronization in the attack traces or the input length or both. Thus, if the target traces differ in any one of those parameters, it is required to develop an entirely new model architecture.

Like CNNs, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are also not good at capturing long-distance dependency [HBFS01, VSP+17]. Though Feed-Forward Networks (FFNs) are good at that, they might introduce a very large number of parameters leading to overfitting problems during training. Besides, FFNs are not shift-invariant. To alleviate this deficiency of the existing deep learning models, Vaswani et al. [VSP+17] have introduced Transformer Network (TN) which has defeated all of its CNN and RNN based counterparts by a wide margin in almost every natural language processing task. TN can easily capture long-distance dependency, and thus, is a natural choice against masking countermeasure.
Moreover, by introducing a weaker notion of shift-invariance, we have shown that TN can be shift-invariant in the context of power attacks. Thus, TN can be effective against misaligned traces as well. In this paper, we propose to use TN for power attacks.

Our Contributions

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

- Firstly, we propose to use TN for power attacks. TN can naturally capture long-distance dependency (VSP$^{+17}$), thus, is a better choice against masking countermeasure. Additionally, we have defined a weaker notion of shift-invariance which is well applicable to power attacks. Under the new notion, we have mathematically shown that the TN can be made to be shift-invariant in the context of power attacks. Thus, it can be effective against misaligned traces as well.

- We have proposed TransNet, a TN-based shift-invariant deep learning model, for power attacks. The architecture of TransNet significantly differs from off-the-shelf TN models in several design choices which are very crucial for its success in power attacks. The existing state-of-the-art CNN-based models are designed depending on the amount of desynchronization in the attack traces or the trace length or both. Consequently, if the target device differs in one of those parameters, an entirely new model is required to be designed. On the other hand, TransNet architecture does not depend on such parameters, thus the same architecture can be used to attack different target devices.

- Experimentally, we have shown that TransNet can perform very well on highly desynchronized attack traces even when the model is trained on only synchronized (aligned) traces. In our experiments, TransNet can reduce the mean key rank below 1 using only 400 traces on ASCAD_desync100 dataset [BPS$^{+20}$] even when it is trained on aligned traces (i.e. on ASCAD dataset). On the other hand, the CNN-based state-of-the-art models struggle to reduce the mean key rank below 20 using as much as 5000 traces in the same setting.

- We have also compared TransNet with the CNN-based state-of-the-art models when the models are trained using profiling desynchronization same as attack desynchronization. In this case, the performance of TransNet is comparable with that of the CNN-based models when the amount of desynchronization is small or medium and better by a wide margin when the amount of desynchronization exceeds a certain threshold.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notations and briefly describe the power attack and how they are performed using deep learning. Section 3 describes the architecture of TN. In Section 4, we compare different neural network layers in terms of their ability to capture long-distance dependency. We also show the shift-invariance property of TN. Section 5 introduces TransNet, a TN based model for power attack. In Section 6, we experimentally evaluate the TransNet model and compare its performance with other state-of-the-art models. Finally, Section 7 concludes the work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first introduce the notations used in the paper. Then, we briefly describe the steps of the power attack and profiling power attack. Finally, we briefly explain how profiling power attack is performed using deep neural networks.
2.1 Notations

Throughout the paper, we have used the following convention for notations. A random variable is represented by a letter in the capital (like $X$) whereas an instantiation of the random variable is represented by the corresponding letter in small (like $x$) and the domain of the random variable by the corresponding calligraphic letter (like $\mathcal{X}$). Similarly, a capital letter in bold (like $\mathbf{X}$) is used to represent a random vector, and the corresponding small letter in bold (like $\mathbf{x}$) is used to represent an instantiation of the random vector. A matrix is represented by a capital letter in roman type style (like $M$). The $i$-th elements of a vector $\mathbf{x}$ is represented by $\mathbf{x}[i]$ and the element of $i$-th row and $j$-th column of a matrix $M$ is represented by $M[i,j]$. $P[\cdot]$ represents the probability distribution/density function and $E[\cdot]$ represents expectation.

2.2 Power Attack

The power consumption of a semiconductor device depends on the values that are manipulated by the device. A power attack exploits this behavior of semiconductor devices to gain information about some intermediate sensitive variables of a cryptographic implementation, and thus, the secret key of the device. More precisely, in a power attack, an adversary takes control of the target device, also known as Device under Test or DUT, and collects power measurements or traces by executing the encryption (or decryption) process multiple times for different plaintexts (or ciphertexts). Then the adversary performs a statistical test to infer the secret key of the device.

The power attack can be of two types: profiling power attack and non-profiling power attack. In a profiling power attack, the adversary is assumed to possess a clone of the DUT under his control. Using the clone device, he can build a profile of the power consumption characteristic of the DUT and use that profile for performing the actual attack. On the other hand, in a non-profiling attack, the adversary does not possess any clone device and thus, cannot build any power profile of DUT. Instead, he tries to recover the secret key from the traces of DUT only. Since the profiling power attack assumes a stronger adversary, it often provides a worst case security analysis of a cryptographic implementation. In this paper, we consider profiling power attack only.

2.3 Profiling Power Attack

A profiling power attack is performed in two phases. In the first phase, which is also called the profiling phase, the adversary sets the plaintext and key of the clone device of his own choice and collects a sufficient number of traces. For each trace, the adversary computes the value of an intermediate secret variable $Z = F(X, K)$, where $X$ is the random plaintext, $K$ is the key, $F(\cdot, \cdot)$ is a cryptographic primitive and build a model for

$$P[\mathbf{L}|Z] = P[\mathbf{L}|F(X, K)]$$

where $\mathbf{L}$ represents a random vector corresponding to the power traces. The conditional probabilities $P[\mathbf{L}|Z]$ serves as the leakage templates in the second phase.

In the second phase, also known as attack phase, the adversary collects a number of power traces $\{\mathbf{l}_i, p_i\}_{i=0}^{T_a-1}$, where $\mathbf{l}_i, p_i$ are the $i$-th power trace and plaintext respectively and $T_a$ is the total number of attack traces, by executing the DUT for randomly chosen plaintexts. For all the traces, the secret key $k^*$ is unknown but fixed. Finally the adversary
computes the score for each possible key as

$$\hat{\delta}_k = \prod_{i=0}^{T_a-1} P[Z = F(p^i, k) | L = l^i]$$

$$\propto \prod_{i=0}^{T_a-1} P[L = l^i | Z = F(p^i, k)] \times P(F(p^i, k))$$

(2)

The key $\hat{k} = \operatorname{argmax}_k \hat{\delta}_k$ is chosen as the predicted key. If $\hat{k} = k^*$ holds, the prediction is said to be correct. This attack is also called Template attack as the estimated $P[L | Z]$ in Eq. 1 can be considered as the leakage template for different values of the sensitive variable $Z$.

### 2.4 Profiling Power Attack using Deep Learning

When deep learning methods are used to perform profiling power attack, instead of building a generative model, the adversary builds a discriminative model which maps the power trace $L$ to the intermediate sensitive variable $Z$. In the profiling phase, the adversary trains a deep neural model $f : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{|Z|}$ using the power traces as input and the corresponding intermediate sensitive variables as the label. Thus, the output of the deep neural model for a power trace $l$ can be written as

$$p = f(l; \theta^*)$$

(3)

where $\theta^*$ is the parameter learned during training, and $p \in \mathbb{R}^{|Z|}$ such that $p[i]$, for $i = 0, \cdots , |Z| - 1$, represents the predicted probability for the intermediate variable $Z = i$. During the attack phase, the score of each key $k \in \mathcal{K}$ is computed as

$$\hat{\delta}_k = \prod_{i=0}^{T_a-1} p^i[F(p^i, k)]$$

(4)

where $\{(l^i, p^i)_{i=0}^{T_a-1}\}$ is the set of attack trace, plaintext pairs, and $p^i = f(l^i; \theta^*)$ is the predicted probability vector for the $i$-th trace. Like template attack, $\hat{k} = \operatorname{argmax}_k \hat{\delta}_k$ is chosen as the guessed key.

Several deep neural network architectures including Feed Forward Network (FFN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) have been explored for profiling power attacks. In this work, we propose to use TN for the same. In the next section, we describe the architecture of a TN.

### 3 Transformer Network

Transformer network is a deep learning model which was originally developed for a sequence processing task. For a sequence of input tokens $(x_0, x_1, \cdots, x_{n-1})$ (in the context of power attack, the sequence is a power trace), the TN generates a sequence of output vectors $(y_0, y_1, \cdots, y_{n-1})$. Each output vector $y_i$, $0 \leq i < n$, captures any dependency of the input token $x_i$ with other tokens of the input sequence. The sequence of the output vector can then be passed to different modules depending on the target task. For example, for a sequence classification task (as in the case of a power attack), one can take the mean of the output vectors and use the mean vector to predict the class labels.

Structurally, TN is a stacked collection of transformer layers following an initial embedding layer. Thus, in an $L$-layer TN, the output of the initial embedding layer is used as the input of the first transformer layer, and the output of the $i$-th transformer
Figure 1: A Single Transformer Layer [XYH+20].

layer is used as the input of \((i + 1)\)-th layer, \(1 \leq i < L\). Finally, the output of the \(L\)-th layer is taken as the network output.

A transformer layer consists of a multi-head self-attention layer followed by a position-wise feed-forward layer. To facilitate better training of deeper networks, the input and the output of both multi-head self-attention layer and position-wise feed-forward layer are connected by shortcut connection [HZRS16] and a layer normalization operation [BKH16] is applied at the output of the shortcut connection as can be seen in Figure 1a. The forward pass of an \(L\)-layer TN is shown in Algorithm 1. Figure 1b shows a slightly different version of the transformer layer which has been introduced later (please refer to Section 3.5 for details).

Given the above overall architecture, we now describe each building block of the network.

### 3.1 Embedding Layer

In natural language processing tasks, sequences of discrete symbols act as the input to the network. In the embedding layer, each symbol of the input sequence is replaced by a corresponding vector representation. More precisely, let \(V\) be the vocabulary size or the total number of distinct symbols. The embedding layer consists of an embedding matrix \(E \in \mathbb{R}^{V \times d}\) where \(d\) is the embedding dimension or model dimension. The \(i\)-th row of \(E\) is considered as the vector representation or vector space embedding of the \(i\)-th symbol for all \(i = 0, \cdots, V - 1\). The embedding layer takes the input sequence of discrete symbols \((x_0, x_1, \cdots, x_{n-1})\) as input, performs a lookup operation into the embedding matrix \(E\) and returns the sequence of vectors \((x_0, x_1, \cdots, x_{n-1})\) where \(x_i\) is the vector space embedding of the token \(x_i\) for \(0 \leq i < n\). Thus, the operation in the embedding layer can be written
as

\[ x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1} \leftarrow \text{Embed}(x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \]  

(5)

where \( x_i \) be the \( x_i \)-th row of the embedding matrix \( E \) for \( i = 0, \ldots, n-1 \). Typically, the embedding matrix is learned along with other parameters during training.

### 3.2 Multi-Head Self-Attention Layer

The multi-head self-attention layer is the key layer for the ability to capture long-distance dependency. Before describing multi-head self-attention, we describe the single head self-attention first.

**Self-Attention** For each ordered pair \((x_i, x_j)\) of input vectors, the self-attention operation computes the attention probability \( p_{ij} \) from vector \( x_i \) to vector \( x_j \) based on their similarity (sometimes also based on their positions). Finally, the output representation \( y_i \) for the \( i \)-th token is computed using the weighted sum of the input vectors where the weights are given by the attention probabilities i.e. \( y_i = \sum_j p_{ij} x_j \). The state \( y_i \) is also called the contextual representation of the input vector \( x_i \) since \( y_i \) does not only depend on \( x_i \) but also on the surrounding tokens or the context. In the context of power attack, if \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) are two vectors corresponding to the leakages of two PoIs, the state \( y_i \) gets dependent on both the leakages in a single step even when the distance between \( i \) and \( j \) is large. Thus, this step eliminates the problem of capturing long-distance dependency.

To describe the self-attention operation more precisely, let \((x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1})\) and \((y_0, y_1, \ldots, y_{n-1})\) be the sequence of input and output vectors of a self-attention layer where \( x_i, y_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \) for all \( i \). Then, for each \( i = 0, \ldots, n-1 \), the \( i \)-th output vector \( y_i \) is computed as follows:

1. first the attention scores \( a_{ij} \) from \( i \)-th token to \( j \)-th token, \( 0 \leq j < n \), is calculated

---

**Algorithm 1:** Forward pass of an \( L \) layer transformer network

1. At the beginning
2. begin
3. \[ x_0^0, x_1^0, \ldots, x_{n-1}^0 \leftarrow \text{Embed}(x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \] // embed input sequence
4. for \( l \leftarrow 1 \) to \( L \) do
5.   // apply self-attention operation
6.   \( s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{n-1} \leftarrow \text{MultiHeadSelfAttn}(x_0^{l-1}, x_1^{l-1}, \ldots, x_{n-1}^{l-1}) \)
7.   // add shortcut connection
8.   \( x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1} \leftarrow x_0^{l-1} + s_0 + x_1^{l-1} + s_1 + \ldots + x_{n-1}^{l-1} + s_{n-1} \)
9.   // apply layer normalization operation
10.  \( x_0^l, x_1^l, \ldots, x_{n-1}^l \leftarrow \text{LayerNormalization}(x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \)
11. return \((x_0^L, x_1^L, \ldots, x_{n-1}^L)\)
using a scaled dot product similarity measure, i.e.

\[ a_{ij} = \frac{(W_Q x_i, W_K x_j)}{\sqrt{d_k}} = \frac{\langle q_i, k_j \rangle}{\sqrt{d_k}} \]  

(6)

where \( W_Q, W_K \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k \times d} \) are trainable weight matrices and \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \) denotes dot product of two vectors. \( q_i, k_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k} \) are respectively known as query and key representation of the \( i \)-th token. Note that the term “key” used here has no relation with the term “(secret) key” used in cryptography.

2. the attention probabilities \( p_{ij} \) are computed by taking softmax of the attention scores \( a_{ij} \) over the \( j \) variable, i.e.,

\[ p_{ij} = \text{softmax}(a_{ij}; a_{i,0}, \ldots, a_{i,n-1}) = \frac{e^{a_{ij}}}{\sum_{k=0}^{n-1} e^{a_{ik}}} \]  

(7)

3. the intermediate output \( y_i \) is computed by taking the weighted sum of the input vectors \( x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1} \) where the weight is given by the attention probabilities, i.e.

\[ \tilde{y}_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} p_{ij} W_V x_j = \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} p_{ij} v_j \]  

(8)

where \( W_V \in \mathbb{R}^{d_v \times d} \) is also a trainable weight matrix and \( v_j = W_V x_j \) is called the value representation of the \( j \)-th input vector \( x_j \).

4. the final output \( y_i \) is computed by projecting the \( d_v \) dimensional \( \tilde{y}_i \) into \( \mathbb{R}^d \), i.e.

\[ y_i = W_O \tilde{y}_i \]  

(9)

where \( W_O \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d_v} \) be a trainable weight matrix.

Thus, the self-attention operation can be written as matrix multiplication in the following way (please refer to Appendix A for detail):

\[ \tilde{Y} = \text{Self-Attention}(W_Q, W_K, W_V) = \text{softmax}(A) XW_V^T = PXW_V^T \]  

(10)

where \( i \)-th row of matrices \( \tilde{Y}, Y \) and \( X \) are \( \tilde{y}_i, y_i \) and \( x_i \) respectively. \( W_V^T \) represents the transpose of the matrix \( W_V \). \( A \) and \( P \) are two \( n \times n \) matrices such that \( A[i,j] \) and \( P[i,j] \) equals to \( a_{ij} \) and \( p_{ij} \) respectively.

**Multi-Head Self-Attention** \hspace{1cm} In self-attention, the matrix \( \tilde{Y} \) created by a set of parameters \( (W_Q, W_K, W_V) \) is called a single attention head. In a \( H \)-head self-attention operation, \( H \) attention heads are used to produce the output. More precisely, the output of a multi-head self attention is computed as

\[ \tilde{Y}^{(i)} = \text{Self-Attention}(W_Q^{(i)}, W_K^{(i)}, W_V^{(i)}), \text{ for } i = 0, \ldots, H - 1 \]

\[ \tilde{Y} = [\tilde{Y}^{(0)}, \ldots, \tilde{Y}^{(H-1)}] \]

\[ Y = \tilde{Y} W_O^T \]  

(11)

where the function \( \text{Self-Attention}(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \) is defined in Eq. 10, \( [A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n] \) denotes the row-wise concatenation of the matrices \( A_i \)'s and the output projection matrix \( W_O \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times H d_v} \) projects the \( H d_v \)-dimensional vector into \( \mathbb{R}^d \). A single head self-attention layer is said to captures the similarity between the input tokens in one way. An \( H \)-head self-attention layer can capture the similarity between the tokens in \( H \)-different ways.
Table 1: Notations used to denote the hyperparameters of a transformer network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>model dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_k)</td>
<td>key dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_v)</td>
<td>value dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_i)</td>
<td>inner dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>input or trace length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>number of transformer layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>number of heads in self-attention layer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Position-wise Feed-Forward Layer

Position-wise feed-forward layer is a two layer feed-forward network applied to each element of the input sequence separately and identically. Let \(\text{FFN}(x)\) be a two layer feed-forward network with ReLU activation [GBB11]. Thus, \(\text{FFN}(x)\) can be given by

\[
\text{FFN}(x; W_1, W_2, b_1, b_2) = W_2 \max(W_1 x + b_1, 0) + b_2
\]

where \(W_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{d_i \times d}\), \(W_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d_i}\) are two weight matrices, \(b_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{d_i}\), \(b_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{d}\) are two bias vectors and the \(\max(\cdot)\) operation is applied element-wise. The integer \(d_i\) is commonly referred to as inner dimension. If the sequence \((x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_{n-1})\) is the input to the position-wise feed-forward layer, then the output sequence \((y_0, y_1, \ldots, y_{n-1})\) is computed as

\[
y_i = \text{FFN}(x_i), \text{ for } i = 0, 1, \ldots, n-1
\]

The position-wise feed-forward layer adds additional non-linearity to the network. In the context of power attack, this layer helps to increase the non-linearity of the learned function from the trace \(l\) to the sensitive variable \(Z\). In Table 1, we summarize the notations used to describe the transformer network. In Appendix C, we have described the conventions which are used to set the value of the hyperparameters.

In the standard architecture, as described above, there are several design choices for TN which are relevant in the context of power attack. We found that the positional encoding and layer normalization need to be chosen properly to use TN for power attacks. Thus, we describe those, one by one.

3.4 Positional Encoding

Both the self-attention layer and position-wise feed-forward layer are oblivious to the ordering of input tokens. Thus, to capture the input order, positional encoding is used in TN. Two kinds of positional encodings are commonly used in TN: 1) absolute positional encoding and 2) relative positional encoding.

Absolute Positional Encoding In absolute positional encoding, a vector space encoding \(p_i \in \mathbb{R}^d\) is used for each position \(i, i = 0, 1, \ldots, n-1\), of the input sequence. The positional encodings are added with the token embeddings element-wise before passing to the TN.

\[
y_0, y_1, \ldots, y_{n-1} \leftarrow \text{TransformerNetwork}(x_0 + p_0, x_1 + p_1, \ldots, x_{n-1} + p_{n-1})
\]

[VSP+17] have used two kinds of absolute positional encoding. In the first kind of absolute positional encodings, the positional encodings have been derived based on some rule and hard coded into the network. In the second kind of absolute positional encoding, the encodings are learned during training along with other network parameters.
Relative Positional Encoding  One of the drawbacks of absolute positional encoding is that it makes the encoding of each token dependent on the position in which it appears. However, in most of the sequence processing tasks, the relative distance between any two tokens is more important than their absolute positions. In fact, making the token representations dependent only on the relative distances from other tokens helps to make the token representation shift-invariant (please refer to Section 4.2 for a detailed discussion).

The relative positional encoding is introduced in [SUV18]. To make the attention score from $i$-th token to $j$-th token dependent only on their relative position instead of their absolute position, they have modified the computation of the attention score of Eq. 6 as

$$a_{ij} = \langle \mathbf{W}_Q \mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{W}_K \mathbf{x}_j + \mathbf{r}_{i-j} \rangle / \sqrt{d_k}$$

(15)

where $q_i, k_j$ are as defined in Eq. 6 and the vectors $(\mathbf{r}_{-n+1}, \ldots, \mathbf{r}_0, \ldots, \mathbf{r}_{n-1})$ are the relative positional encoding and are also learned during training. [DYY+19] have interpreted the two terms of the numerator of RHS of the above equation as “content based addressing” and “content dependent (relative) positional bias” respectively. They have further improved the computation of the above attention score as

$$a_{ij} = \langle \mathbf{W}_Q \mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{W}_K \mathbf{x}_j \rangle + \langle \mathbf{W}_Q \mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{r}_{i-j} \rangle + \langle \mathbf{W}_Q \mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{s} \rangle + \langle \mathbf{r}_{i-j}, \mathbf{t} \rangle / \sqrt{d_k}$$

(16)

$$a_{ij} = \langle \mathbf{q}_i, \mathbf{k}_j \rangle + \langle \mathbf{q}_i, \mathbf{r}_{i-j} \rangle + \langle \mathbf{q}_i, \mathbf{s} \rangle + \langle \mathbf{r}_{i-j}, \mathbf{t} \rangle / \sqrt{d_k}$$

(17)

where the last two terms of the numerator of the RHS of the above equation have been included to capture “global content bias” and “global (relative) positional bias” respectively. Finally, as before, the attention probabilities are computed as

$$p_{ij} = \text{softmax}(a_{ij}; a_{i,0}, \ldots, a_{i,n-1}) = e^{a_{ij}} / \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} e^{a_{ik}}$$

(18)

In our TN model for power attacks, we have used the relative positional encoding given by Eq. (17).

3.5 Layer Normalization

Initially, TN has been introduced with “post-layer normalization” in which multi-head self-attention layers and position-wise feed-forward layers are followed by a layer normalization operation (please refer to Figure 1a). Later, pre-layer normalization (Figure 1b) has been introduced [BA19, CGRS19, WLX+19] in which the layer normalization is applied before the multi-head self-attention or position-wise feed-forward layers. Later study [XYH+20] found that pre-layer normalization stabilizes the training allowing the usage of a larger learning rate and thus, achieving faster convergence. However, in our experiments, we have found that the use of any kind of layer normalization in the network makes the network difficult to train for power attacks. We speculate that the layer normalization operations remove the informative data-dependent variations from traces, effectively making the input independent of the target labels. Thus, in our TN model, we have not used any layer normalization layer.

Proper training of TN is crucial for getting good performance. In the next section, we briefly discuss the training and learning rate scheduling algorithms which are used to train TN.

3.6 Training

Training a TN is a bit tricky in practice. An improper training might lead to divergence of the training loss or converging to a sub-optimal value. The selection of a proper
optimization algorithm and learning rate schedule play important roles to properly train a TN model.

3.6.1 Optimization Algorithm

Adam optimizer [KB15] is the most widely used optimization algorithm for training TN [VSP+17, CGRS19, WLX+19, DYY+19]. Several works [DCLT19, TCLT19, JCL+20] have used a slightly improved version of Adam optimizer call AdamW [LH19]. Recently, [YLR+20] has proposed new layer-wise adaptive optimization technique called LAMB for large batch optimization which has been used in several works [LCG+20].

3.6.2 Learning Rate Schedule

TNs are typically trained using a learning rate schedule which initially increases the learning rate from a low value until it reaches a maximum value (called max_learning_rate, which is a hyperparameter of the training algorithm). Once the maximum learning rate is reached, it is gradually decayed till the end of the training. The initial period in which the learning rate is increased is called warm-up period. The learning rate is typically increased linearly from zero to the maximum value during the warm-up period. Several common algorithms exist to decay the learning rate after the warm-up period. Linear decay, square-root decay, and cosine decay are some examples of commonly used learning rate schedules. Some of those learning rate scheduling algorithms have been discussed in Appendix B. To train our TN, we used cosine decay with a linear warm-up as the learning rate scheduling algorithm (please refer to Appendix B for a detailed description of the algorithm).

In Section 1, we argued that shift-invariance and the ability to capture long-distance dependency are two important properties to make a deep learning model effective against traces misalignments and masking countermeasures respectively. In the next section, we compare the ability to capture long-distance dependency of the transformer layer with other deep neural network layers. We also mathematically show that a TN with relative positional encoding can be shift-invariance as well.

4 Ability to Capture Long Distance Dependency and Shift-Invariance of Transformer Network

4.1 Comparison of the Ability of Learning Long Distance Dependency

The problem of learning long-distance dependency using a deep neural network has been widely studied in the literature [HBFS01, VSP+17]. In [VSP+17], Vaswani et al. have argued that the key factor which affects the learning of dependency between two tokens is the length of the forward and backward propagation of signal between them. A shorter path between the two tokens makes it easier to learn their dependency whereas a longer path makes it difficult. They have further compared the ability to learn long-distance dependency of the three layers - convolutional layer, recurrent layer, and self-attention layer based on the path length between any two positions of the input sequence. When the two tokens are \( n \) distance apart, the maximum path length through the three neural network layers is shown in Table 2. As can be seen in the table, the self-attention layer can attend to any token of the input sequence using a constant number of steps (please refer to Figure 2b). A recurrent neural network requires \( O(n) \) steps. On the other hand, a stack of \( O(n/k) \) convolutional layers, where \( k \) is the kernel width, are required to connect the two tokens (please refer to Figure 2a). The maximum path length in a CNN can be reduced by interleaving pooling layers with convolutional layers or by using dilated convolution [YK16]. However, those approaches make CNN less shift-invariant. Another alternative to reduce
4.2 Shift-Invariance of Transformer Network

In computer vision, a function $f$ is called invariant to a set of transformations $\mathcal{T}$ from $\mathcal{X}$ to $\mathcal{X}'$ if $f(x) = f(T(x))$ holds for all $x \in \mathcal{X}$ and $T \in \mathcal{T}$. In a power attack, the inputs are generally very noisy. In fact, in a power attack, one trace is often not sufficient to predict the correct key, instead, information from multiple traces is required to extract for the
Table 2: The maximum path length between any two tokens which are \( n \) distance apart through various types of neural network layers. Shorter the length, better the network at learning long-distance dependency [HBFS01, VSP+17]. Note that the maximum path length of a CNN can be reduced by interleaving convolutional layers with the pooling layers or using dilated convolutional layers. However, those approaches make the network less shift-invariant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Type</th>
<th>Self-Attention</th>
<th>Recurrent</th>
<th>Convolutional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Path Length</td>
<td>( \mathcal{O}(1) )</td>
<td>( \mathcal{O}(n) )</td>
<td>( \mathcal{O}(n/k) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

same. Thus, in this context, we are interested in the information contained in \( f(X) \) about the sensitive variable \( Z \) where \( X \) represents the random variable corresponding to the power traces. In other words, we are interested in the conditional probability distribution \( P[f(X)|Z] \). Thus, for power attacks, the invariance property can be defined in terms of \( P[f(X)|Z] \). However, for the sake of simplicity, we define the shift-invariance property only in terms of the conditional expectation \( E[f(X)|Z] \). Thus, in the context of power attack, we define the following weaker notion of invariance.

**Definition 1.** A function \( f \) is said to be invariant to a set of transformation \( \mathcal{T} \) with associated probability distribution function \( D_T \) if

\[
E[f(X)|Z] = E[f(T(X))|Z]
\]

holds where \( T \sim D_T \) and \( X, Z \) are random variables respectively representing the input and intermediate sensitive variable. \( E[\cdot|Z] \) represents the conditional expectation where the expectation is taken over all relevant random variables other than \( Z \).

To show the shift-invariance of \( TN \), we consider the following transformer architecture, leakage model, and the set of transformations.

**The Transformer Model** We consider a single layer \( TN \) followed by a global pooling layer. The result can be approximately extended for multilayer \( TN \) as well. In the rest of the section, we denote the single layer \( TN \) followed by global pooling layer as \( TN_{1L} \). The output of \( TN_{1L} \) can be given by the following operations:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_0, \ldots, Y_{n-1} &= \text{SelfAttention}(X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1}) \\
U_0, \ldots, U_{n-1} &= Y_0 + X_0, \ldots, Y_{n-1} + X_{n-1} \\
U'_0, \ldots, U'_{n-1} &= \text{FFN}(U_0), \ldots, \text{FFN}(U_{n-1}) \\
U''_0, \ldots, U''_{n-1} &= U'_0 + U_0, \ldots, U'_{n-1} + U_{n-1} \\
TN_{1L}(X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1}) &= \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} U''_i
\end{align*}
\]

where \( (X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1}) \) is the sequence of random vectors corresponding to the input of the network, \( TN_{1L}(X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1}) \) is the random vector corresponding to the final output (i.e. the output of global average pooling) of the network which is fed to a classification layer for the classification task. SelfAttention(\( \cdot, \cdot \)) and FFN(\( \cdot \)) respectively represent the self-attention and position-wise feed-forward operations. Please refer to Algorithm 1 or Figure 1a for a description of a single layer TN. Additionally, we assume that the network uses relative positional encoding, and thus the attention scores and attention probabilities in the self-attention layer are computed by Eq. (16) and (18).
The Leakage Model  To show the shift-invariance of \( TN \), we consider the leakage model of a software implementation of a first-order masking scheme. However, the results can be easily extended for any higher-order masking scheme. More precisely, we take the following assumptions:

**Assumption 1. (Second Order Leakage Assumption)** In the sequence of input vectors \( \{X_{-n+1+m_2}, \ldots, X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1}, X_{n-1+m_1}\} \), the input vectors \( X_{m_1} \) and \( X_{m_2} \) \( (0 \leq m_1 < m_2 < n, m_2 - m_1 = l > 0) \) are the leakages corresponding to the mask \( M \) and masked sensitive variable \( Z_M = Z \oplus M \) where \( Z \) is the sensitive variable. Thus, we can write \( X_{m_1} = f_1(M) + N_1 \) and \( X_{m_1+t} = f_2(Z_M) + N_2 \) where \( f_1, f_2 : \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^d \) are two deterministic functions of \( M, Z_M \) respectively and \( N_1, N_2 \in \mathbb{R}^d \) are the noise component of \( X_{m_1} \) and \( X_{m_1+t} \) respectively. Note that, \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) are independent of both \( M \) and \( Z_M \). The objective of the network is to learn a mapping from \( \{X_{m_1}, X_{m_1+t}\} \) to \( Z \).

**Assumption 2. (IID Assumption)** All the vectors \( \{X_i\}_{-n+m_1 \leq i < n+m_2} \) are identically distributed. Moreover, all the variables of the set \( \{X_i\}_{i \neq m_1, m_1+t} \) are mutually independent. Additionally, \( X_{m_1} \) and \( X_{m_1+t} \) are independent to the rest of the random variables i.e. \( \{X_i\}_{i \neq m_1, m_1+t} \).

Note that the assumptions considered in the above leakage model are very well-known assumptions for a first-order masking scheme. In fact, previous studies [Mag19, TAM20] have taken such assumptions to generate synthetic power traces.

The Shift Transformations  We define the set of shift transformations to be all shift transformations for which the PoIs (i.e. the leakage points corresponding to the mask \( M \) and the masked sensitive variable \( Z_M = Z \oplus M \)) do not go out of the trace window. More precisely, we define the set of transformations \( \mathcal{T}^{\text{shift}} \) as

\[
\mathcal{T}^{\text{shift}} = \{T^s : s \in \mathbb{Z} \text{ and } -m_1 \leq s < n-m_2\}
\]

where,

\[
T^s(X_{-n+1+m_2}, \ldots, X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1}, \ldots, X_{n-1+m_1}) = X_{0-s}, \ldots, X_{n-1-s}
\]

In other words, the set of shift transformations \( \mathcal{T}^{\text{shift}} \) consists of transformations \( T^s \), where \(-m_1 \leq s < n-m_2\) which shifts the input trace by \( s \) positions. The bound \(-m_1 \leq s < n-m_2\) on the value of \( s \) ensures that the PoIs \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) do not go out of the window because of the shift operations. Note that the input to the transformations is a trace of size larger than \( n \) which is required as during the shift operations some sample points go out of the window and some sample points enter into the window.

With the above definitions, we summarize the main results of this section using the following proposition:

**Proposition 1.** There exists a set of parameters for which \( TN_{IL} \) satisfies the following equation:

\[
E[TN_{IL}(T(X_{-n+1+m_2}, \ldots, X_{n-1+m_1})))|Z] = E[TN_{IL}(X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1})|Z]
\]

where \( T \) is a shift transformation drawn from any arbitrary distribution \( \mathcal{D}_{T^{\text{shift}}} \) over the set \( \mathcal{T}^{\text{shift}} \) and the conditional expectations are taken over all the relevant variables other than \( Z \).

Before going to prove the above proposition, we will state and prove another result. The results are stated in the following lemma.

**Lemma 1.** For any \( 0 < \epsilon < 1 \), the parameters \( W_Q, W_K, \{r_{-n+1}, \ldots, r_0, \ldots, r_{n-1}\} \) and \( t \) of the transformer layer of \( TN_{IL} \) can be set such that \( p_{i,i+l} > 1-\epsilon \) for all \( i = 0, \ldots, n-1-l \), and \( p_{ij} = 1/n \) for all \( i = n-l, \ldots, n-1 \) and \( j = 0, \ldots, n-1 \) hold where \( W_Q, W_K, p_{ij}, \{r_{-n+1}, \ldots, r_0, \ldots, r_{n-1}\} \) and \( t \) are as defined in Eq. (16) and (18).
Proof. Since $\text{TN}_{1L}$ uses relative positional encoding, the attention scores in the self-attention layer is calculated following Eq. (16). Thus, from Eq. (16), we get the attention scores $a_{ij}$ as

$$a_{ij} = \frac{\langle W_Q x_i, W_K x_j \rangle + \langle W_Q x_i, r_{i-l} \rangle + \langle W_Q x_i, s \rangle + \langle r_{i-l}, t \rangle}{\sqrt{d_k}}$$

(24)

Setting $W_Q, W_K, \{r_i\}_{i \neq l}$ all to zero of appropriate dimensions, $r_i = c \sqrt{d_k} 1$ and $t = 1$ where $1$ is a vector whose only first element is $1$ and rest are zero, and $c$ is a real constant, we get

$$a_{ij} = \begin{cases} c & \text{if } j = i + l \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(25)

for $0 \leq i < n - l$. Thus, using Eq. 18, we compute the attention probabilities for $0 \leq i < n - l$ as

$$p_{ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{c^e}{e^{\epsilon} + n - 1} & \text{if } j = i + l \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(26)

Setting $c > \ln \left(\frac{1-\epsilon}{e}\right) + \ln(n-1)$, we get $p_{i,i+l} > 1 - \epsilon$ for all $0 \leq i < n - l$ and $0 < \epsilon < 1$. Similarly, it is straightforward to show that $p_{ij} = 1/n$ for any $n - l \leq i < n$ and $0 \leq j < n$ for the same value of the parameters. \hfill \blacksquare

In other words, Lemma 1 states that the attention probabilities can be learned during the model training such that the attention from the $i$-th sample point, for $0 \leq i < n - l$, can be mostly concentrated to the $(i + l)$-th sample point. Moreover, the attention probability $p_{i,i+l}$ can be made arbitrarily close to 1. Thus, to keep the proof of Proposition 1 simple, we take the following assumption on the trained $\text{TN}_{1L}$ model:

**Assumption 3.** $P_{i,i+l} = 1$ for $0 \leq i < n - l$ where $P_{i,j}$ is the random variable representing the attention probability from $i$-th sample point to $j$-th sample point (and is defined by Eq. (18)) in the transformer layer of $\text{TN}_{1L}$. For $n - l \leq i < n$, $P_{i,j} = 1/n$ for all $j = 0, \cdots, n - 1$.

Note that Assumption 3 is not true in general. However, it can be approximately true when we use a relative positional encoding. In Section 6.7, we have verified the correctness of this assumption in a practical scenario. Now, with Assumption 1, 2 and 3, we provide the proof of Proposition 1.

**Proof of Proposition 1:** Recall that the output of $\text{TN}_{1L}$ can be described by the following steps:

$$\begin{align*}
\mathbf{Y}_0, \cdots, \mathbf{Y}_{n-1} &= \text{SelfAttention} (\mathbf{X}_0, \cdots, \mathbf{X}_{n-1}) \\
\mathbf{U}_0, \cdots, \mathbf{U}_{n-1} &= \mathbf{Y}_0 + \mathbf{X}_0, \cdots, \mathbf{Y}_{n-1} + \mathbf{X}_{n-1} \\
\mathbf{U}'_0, \cdots, \mathbf{U}'_{n-1} &= \text{FFN}(\mathbf{U}_0), \cdots, \text{FFN}(\mathbf{U}_{n-1}) \\
\mathbf{U}''_0, \cdots, \mathbf{U}''_{n-1} &= \mathbf{U}'_0 + \mathbf{U}_0, \cdots, \mathbf{U}'_{n-1} + \mathbf{U}_{n-1} \\
\text{TN}_{1L}(\mathbf{X}_0, \cdots, \mathbf{X}_{n-1}) &= \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} \mathbf{U}''_i
\end{align*}$$

From Eq. (8) and (9), we get

$$\mathbf{Y}_j = W_O \left( \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} P_{jk} W_Y \mathbf{X}_k \right)$$

(27)
Thus, we can write $Y_{m_1}$ (where $m_1$ is defined in Assumption 1) as

$$Y_{m_1} = W_O \left( \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} P_{m_1 k} V_k \right) = W_O V_{m_1+l}, \text{ and thus} \tag{28}$$

$$U_{m_1} = W_O W_V X_{m_1+l} + X_{m_1} \tag{29}$$

The last step of Eq. (28) follows since $i = m_1$ satisfies $P_{i, i+l} = 1$ in Assumption 3. Similarly we can write $Y_i$ for $0 < i < n - l$, $i \neq m_1$ as

$$Y_i = W_O \left( \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} P_k V_k \right) = W_O W_V X_{i+l}, \text{ and thus} \tag{30}$$

$$U_i = W_O W_V X_{i+l} + X_i \tag{31}$$

For $n - l \leq i < n$, we can write

$$Y_i = \frac{1}{n} W_O W_V \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} X_k$$

$$U_i = \frac{1}{n} W_O W_V \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} X_k + X_i$$

since, by Assumption 3, $P_{j i} = 1/n$ for $j = 0, \ldots, n-1$ and $n - l \leq i < n$. Now we compute $U_i''$ for $i = 0, \ldots, n - 1$.

$$U_i'' = \text{FFN}(U_i) + U_i \tag{32}$$

Note that among all the $\{U_i''\}_{0 \leq i < n}$, only $U_{m_1}''$, and $\{U_i''\}_{n - l \leq i < n}$ involve both the terms $X_{m_1}$ and $X_{m_1+l}$, thus can be dependent on the sensitive variable $Z$ (from Assumption 1). Rest of the $U_i''$'s are independent of $Z$ (from Assumption 2). The output of $T_{nI}(X)$ can be written as

$$T_{nI}(X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n} U''_i$$

$$= \frac{1}{n} U''_{m_1} + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{0 \leq i < n-l, i \neq m_1} U''_i + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{n-l \leq i < n} U''_i \tag{33}$$

The expectation of the output conditioned on $Z$ can be given by

$$E[T_{nI}(X_0, \ldots, X_{n-1})|Z]$$

$$= E \left[ \frac{1}{n} U''_{m_1} + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{0 \leq i < n-l, i \neq m_1} U''_i + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{n-l \leq i < n} U''_i \right]$$

$$= \frac{1}{n} E[U''_{m_1}] + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{n-l \leq i < n} E[U''_i]$$

The second step follows because the random variables $\{U_i\}_{0 \leq i < n-l, i \neq m_1}$ are independent of $Z$. To complete the proof of Proposition 1, we compute

$$E[T_{nI}(T^n(X_{-n+1+m_2}, \ldots, X_{n-1+m_1}))|Z]$$

$$= E[T_{nI}(X_{-s}, \ldots, X_{n-1-s})|Z]$$

$$= E \left[ \frac{1}{n} U''_{m_1} + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{n-l-s \leq i < n-s} U''_i + \sum_{n-l-s \leq i < n-s, i \neq m_1} U''_i \right]$$

$$= \frac{1}{n} E[U''_{m_1}] + \sum_{n-l-s \leq i < n-s} E[U''_i] + \sum_{n-l-s \leq i < n-s, i \neq m_1} E[U''_i] \tag{35}$$
From Assumption 2, we get
\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{n-l \leq i < n} E[U''_i|Z] = \frac{1}{n-l} \sum_{n-l-s \leq i < n-s} E[U''_i|Z],
\]
and
\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{0 \leq i < n-l, i \neq m_1} E[U''_i] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{-s \leq i < n-l-s, i \neq m_1} E[U''_i].
\]
Thus, comparing the right hand side of Eq. (34) and Eq. (35) we have
\[
E[T_{1L}(X_0, \cdots, X_{n-1})|Z] = E[T_{1L}(T^s(X_{n+1}, \cdots, X_{n+m_1})|Z]
\]
which completes the proof.

\[\square\]

4.3 Discussion

A CNN can also capture the long-distance dependency while maintaining shift invariance. Stack of several convolutional layers (without any interleaved pooling layers) followed by a global pooling layer (instead of flattening layer as in the existing neural network architecture \{BPS+20, ZBH20\}) is shift invariant. To adopt such a network for capturing highly non-linear long-distance dependency, several fully connected layers can be added after the global pooling layer. The resultant network is both shift-invariant and capable of capturing long-distance dependency. However, the practical efficacy and advantages of such architectures need to be evaluated. In this work, we explore an alternative architecture based on TN.

In the previous section, we have seen that a TN is good at capturing long-distance dependency and, at the same time, also shift-invariant. In the next section, we propose a TN-based deep learning model, named TransNet, for power attack.

5 TransNet: A Transformer Network for Power Attack

For power attacks, we have developed a TN-based model called TransNet. TransNet is a multi-layer TN followed by a global pooling layer. More precisely, TransNet is a stack of an initial convolutional layer (which has been used as the embedding layer of the network), an optional average pooling layer, followed by several transformer layers followed by a global pooling layer which is finally followed by a classification layer and softmax layer. The schematic diagram of TransNet is shown in Figure 3. Here we describe key differences in TransNet architecture from off-the-shelf TN architectures.

**Embedding Layer** As discussed in Section 3.1, the input sequence \((x_0, \cdots, x_{n-1})\) to a TN is generally a sequence of discrete symbols \(\{x_i\}_{i=0}^{n-1}\). The embedding layer converts the discrete tokens of the input sequence into their vector space representation. In side channel analysis, the inputs (i.e. power traces) are a sequence of continuous random variables. Thus, an embedding layer based on lookup table is not appropriate to use. Instead we have used an one dimensional convolutional layer with number of filters equals to \(d\), where \(d\) is the model dimension, as the embedding layer. Thus, we can replace Eq. 5 of Section 3.1 as
\[
x_0, x_1, \cdots, x_{n-1} \leftarrow \text{Conv1D}(l_0, l_1, \cdots, l_{n-1})
\]
where \((l_0, l_1, \cdots, l_{n-1})\) is the sequence of real number representing a power trace. Note that in signal processing applications, any signal processing tasks are generally preceded by various preprocessing operations like smoothing by moving average.
operation. Such operation acts as a low pass filter and thus, reduce the noise in the signal [WHJ+20, WAGP20]. We expect the convolutional layer to perform some of those operations along with embedding the input signals. We have set the stride of the convolutional layer to 1 whereas the kernel width is considered as a hyperparameter.

**Pooling Layer** Though TN is very effective at capturing long-distant dependency, it is very costly when the input sequences are very long. In fact, the self-attention layer has a quadratic time and memory cost in terms of the sequence length. Thus, we have added an average pooling layer after the embedding layer. Setting a large value of pool_size in the pooling layer, would reduce the length of the sequences, and thus, providing efficient execution of the network at the cost of accuracy. In other words, this layer provides an efficacy-efficiency trade-off.

**Transformer Layers** The pooling layer is followed by several transformer layers. The architecture of the transformer layers is as described in Section 5 except layer normalization and self-attention layer. We have not used any layer normalization. And since we are using relative positional encoding, the attention probabilities in the self attention layers are computed using Eq. (16) and Eq. (18). The number of transformer layers to be used in the model is considered as a hyperparameter.

**Layer Normalization** The transformer layers are generally accompanied by layer normalization. As discussed in Section 3.5, layer normalization can be used in two different ways. However, for side-channel applications, we found it difficult to train our network when we add any kind of layer normalization. We suspect that the layer normalization operations remove the data-dependent variations from the input signals making the data uninformative. Thus, we have not used any layer normalization.
operation in the transformer layers.

**Positional Encoding** As discussed in Section 3.4, both absolute and relative positional encodings are used in TN. For our network, we have used the relative positional encoding as given by Eq. (16) and (18) (introduced in [DYY+19]). We have already shown in Section 4.2 that the relative positional encoding scheme makes the TN shift-invariant.

**Global Pooling** The TN generates a sequence of vector as output, i.e.

\[ y_0, \cdots, y_{n-1} \leftarrow \text{TransformerNetwork}(x_0, \cdots, x_{n-1}) \]  

(36)

where each \( y_i \) is a vector of dimension \( d \). In our network, we produce the final \( d \)-dimensional output vector \( \bar{y} \) by using a global average pooling, i.e.

\[ \bar{y} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} y_i \]  

(37)

**Class Probabilities** The deep learning models for side-channel analysis are trained as classification tasks. Thus, given the \( d \)-dimensional output \( \bar{y} \), the class scores are computed as

\[ s_i = w_i^T \bar{y} + b_i, \text{ for } i = 0, \cdots, C-1 \]  

(38)

where \( C \) is the total number of classes, \( w_i \) and \( b_i \) are trainable weight vector and biases for class \( i \). The class probabilities are computed using a softmax over the class scores i.e.

\[ p_i = \text{softmax}(s_i; s_0, \cdots, s_{C-1}) = \frac{e^{s_i}}{\sum_{j=0}^{C-1} e^{s_j}} \]  

(39)

The full architecture of the TransNet model has been shown in Figure 3. We trained the model using cross-entropy loss and Adam optimizer [KB15]. For the learning rate schedule, we have used cosine decay with a linear warm-up (please refer to Appendix B for the details of the learning rate scheduling algorithm).

In the next section, we provide the experimental results of TransNet.

6 Experimental Results

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the efficacy of TransNet for power attacks in the presence of both first-order masking countermeasure and trace misalignments. First, we evaluate the shift-invariance of TransNet on both synthetic and real datasets. Then, we compare the efficacy of TransNet with one CNN-based baseline model and three other state-of-the-art CNN-based methods. Next, we study the sensitivity of the performance of TransNet on the hyperparameters. We also evaluate the efficacy-efficiency trade-off provided by the pooling layer of TransNet. Finally, we investigate the outputs of the attention layers to understand their influence on the shift-invariance of the TransNet model.

6.1 Datasets

TransNet is particularly better than other alternatives in the presence of a combination of masking countermeasure and trace misalignments. Thus, to evaluate TransNet, we select a dataset with no first-order leakage. ASCAD database ([BPS+20]) is a collection of datasets
Table 3: Summary of the synthetic datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>desync0</th>
<th>desync50</th>
<th>desync100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profiling Dataset size</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Dataset size</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace Length</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask Leakage Point</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sbox Leakage Point</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiling Dataset Desync</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Dataset Desync</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which are publicly available and they do not have any first-order leakage. Thus we choose to evaluate TransNet on ASCAD datasets. Additionally, to verify the shift-invariance of TransNet, we perform experiments on the synthetic dataset as well. Here we provide the details of the datasets:

6.1.1 Synthetic Dataset

We use the following procedure for generating the synthetic traces

\[
I_i[j] = \begin{cases} 
M_i + \mathcal{N}(0, 30) & \text{if } j = 25 + s_i, \\
\text{SBOX}(X_i \oplus K) \oplus M_i + \mathcal{N}(0, 30) & \text{if } j = 75 + s_i, \\
R_{ij} + \mathcal{N}(0, 30) & \text{otherwise,}
\end{cases}
\]  

(40)

where \(I_i[j]\) is the \(j\)-th sample point of the \(i\)-th trace, SBOX(·) represents the AES sbox and \(\mathcal{N}(0, 30)\) is a real number generated from Gaussian distribution of 0 mean and 30 standard deviation. \(M_i, X_i\) are the mask and plaintext of the \(i\)-th trace and \(K\) is the secret key that is held constant for all traces. Each of \(M_i, X_i\) and \(R_{ij}\) are uniformly random integer from the range \([0, 255]\). \(s_i\) is the random displacement of the \(i\)-th trace. Each of \(s_j\)s is uniformly random integer from the range \([0, \text{desync}]\) where desync indicates the maximum length of displacement in the dataset. Note that the above model for creating a synthetic dataset is common and previously used in the literature [Mag19, TAM20]. We generated 30000 traces for profiling and 1000 traces for evaluation. Each trace contains 200 sample points. For generating the profiling dataset, we set desync to 0. Thus, the profiling traces are perfectly aligned. For evaluation we generated three attack sets with desync value set to 0, 50 and 100. We provide the summary for our synthetic datasets in Table 3.

6.1.2 ASCAD Datasets

ASCAD datasets have been introduced by [BPS+20]. The original dataset is a collection of 60,000 traces collected from the ATMega8515 device which runs a Software implementation of AES protected by a first-order masking scheme. Each trace contains 100,000 sample points. From the original dataset, they have further created three datasets named ASCAD_desync0, ASCAD_desync50, and ASCAD_desync100. Each of the three derived datasets contains 50,000 traces for profiling and 10,000 traces for the attack. Further, for computational efficiency, the length of each trace of the derived datasets is reduced by keeping only 700 sample points that correspond to the interval \([45400, 46100)\) of the original traces. The window corresponds to the leakages of the third sbox of the first round of AES execution. The ASCAD_desync0 has been created without any desynchronization of the traces. However, ASCAD_desync50 and ASCAD_desync100 have been created by randomly shifting the traces where the length of random displacements have been generated from a uniform distribution in the range \([0, 50]\) in case of ASCAD_desync50.
Table 4: Summary of the ASCAD datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>desync0</th>
<th>desync50</th>
<th>desync100</th>
<th>desync200</th>
<th>desync400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profiling Dataset Size</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Dataset Size</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indices of Profiling Traces</td>
<td>[0, 0]</td>
<td>[0, 50000)</td>
<td>[0, 50000)</td>
<td>[0, 50000)</td>
<td>[0, 50000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indices of Attack Traces</td>
<td>[50000, 60000)</td>
<td>[50000, 60000)</td>
<td>[50000, 60000)</td>
<td>[50000, 60000)</td>
<td>[50000, 60000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace Length</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Points</td>
<td>[45000, 46100)</td>
<td>[45000, 46100)</td>
<td>[45000, 46100)</td>
<td>[45000, 46500)</td>
<td>[45000, 46500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiling Dataset Desync</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Dataset Desync</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and [0, 100) in case of ASCAD_desync100. Note that the random displacements have been added to both the profiling traces and attack traces.

Apart from the above three derived datasets, we created two more datasets namely ASCAD_desync200 and ASCAD_desync400 using the API provided by [BPS+20]. As the name suggests, we have misaligned the traces by a random displacement in the range [0, 200) for ASCAD_desync200 dataset and [0, 400) for ASCAD_desync400 dataset. Each trace of the two derived datasets is 1500 sample point long and corresponds to the interval [45000, 46500) of the original traces. We provide a summary of the derived datasets in Table 4.

6.2 Hyper-parameter Setting of TransNet

Unless stated otherwise, we have set the number of transformer layers to 2, pool size of the pooling layer to 1. We have set the model dimension $d$ to 128, the dimension of the key vectors and value vectors (i.e. $d_k$ and $d_v$) to 64 and the number of head $H$ to 2. We set the kernel width of the convolutional layer to 11 for the experiments on ASCAD datasets and 1 for the experiments on synthetic datasets. The complete list of the hyperparameter setting of our implemented TransNet is given in Appendix C.

In the next section, we verify the shift-invariance property of TransNet.

6.3 Shift-Invariance of TransNet

The goal of this section is to evaluate the achieved shift-invariance of TransNet. Earlier, we have formally shown that TransNet can be shift-invariant. In this section, we experimentally investigate the achieved shift-invariance of our trained TransNet model. Towards that goal, we train TransNet using aligned traces and evaluate the trained model using misaligned traces. Note that the profiling traces of the derived ASCAD datasets other than ASCAD_desync0 are misaligned. But, for the experiments of this section, we trained all the models on only aligned traces.

6.3.1 Results

The results of TransNet on the synthetic datasets are shown in Figure 4a. Note that the profiling traces of the synthetic datasets do not have any misalignments. Thus, we train a single model and use it to evaluate all three synthetic datasets. The plots of Figure 4a suggest that the performance of TransNet is similar on all the three datasets though they are desynchronized by different amounts. Moreover, the TransNet performs very well on the highly desynchronized ‘desync100’ dataset even though the model is trained using
traces without any desynchronization. This provides strong evidence of the shift-invariance property of the TransNet model as claimed in the theoretical analysis.

![Graph](image)

(a) Results of TransNet on synthetic dataset.  
(b) Results of TransNet on ASCAD dataset.

Figure 4: Evaluation of the shift-invariance of TransNet model. Figure (a) plots the results for synthetic datasets and Figure (b) plots the same for ASCAD datasets. All the models used for the evaluations are trained using only aligned traces, the misalignments have been introduced only in the attack traces. desyncX implies that the attack traces are randomly shifted by an amount in the range \([0, X]\). Results on both synthetic and real datasets suggest the model’s robustness to trace misalignments justifying the theoretical claim.

To examine whether the shift-invariance property of the TransNet model persists for the real dataset, we performed experiments on the derived ASCAD datasets. Note that the length of traces of the first three derived datasets namely ASCAD_desync0, ASCAD_desync50 and ASCAD_desync100 is 700 and the last two derived datasets namely ASCAD_desync200 and ASCAD_desync400 is 1500. Thus, we trained two TransNet models. The first one was trained for trace length 700 and we evaluated it on ASCAD_desync0, ASCAD_desync50 and ASCAD_desync100 datasets. The second model was trained for trace length 1500 and we evaluated that model on the ASCAD_desync200 and ASCAD_desync400 datasets. Both the models were trained using only aligned traces. The results are plotted in Figure 4b. The figure shows that the results get only slightly worse as the amount of trace desynchronization gets larger. Thus, it can be considered as strong evidence for achieving almost shift-invariance by the TransNet models.

Next, we compare the efficacy of TransNet with other state-of-the-art methods.

6.4 Comparison with Other Methods

The goal of this section is to compare the results of TransNet model with that of other state-of-the-art models on various ASCAD datasets (please refer to Section 6.1 for the details of the datasets). We compare TransNet with the following CNN-based approaches:

**CNNBest** The CNNBest model has been introduced in [BPS+20]. It has five convolutional layers followed by one flattening layer and three fully connected layers. The authors have shown that CNNBest performs similar to other profiling power attacks when the amount of trace misalignments is low and better by a large margin when the amount of trace misalignments is high. Thus, we choose CNNBest as a baseline method to compare with TransNet. To evaluate CNNBest model on ASCAD_desync0, ASCAD_desync50 and ASCAD_desync100 datasets, we have used the trained model provided by them online. For the evaluation on ASCAD_desync200 and ASCAD_desync400 datasets, we have trained the model on the two datasets using their code.
EffCNN In [ZBHV20], Zaid et al. have proposed a methodology for constructing CNN-based models that are robust to trace misalignments. By doing experiments across various datasets, they have shown that their method can indeed be used to construct CNN models which perform much better than other alternatives while having very small model sizes at the same time. Thus, we used models constructed from their approach to compare with TransNet. Following the recommendation of [WAGP20], for performing experiments using EffCNN models, we have vertically standardized the traces of ASCAD\_desync0 dataset and horizontally standardized the traces for the rest of the datasets.

SimplifiedEffCNN In [WAGP20], the authors have suggested removing the first convolutional and batch normalization layer of the EffCNN models. They have shown that these simplified EffCNN models are easier to train and provides an improvement in attack efficiency. Thus, we also compare SimplifiedEffCNN models with TransNet. Like EffCNN, we have used vertical standardization of ASCAD\_desync0 and horizontal standardization for the rest of the datasets as a preprocessing.

DilatedCNN In [PA20], Paguada et al. suggested to use dilated convolutional layer to capture long distance dependency. Thus, we compare TransNet with their approach. For the comparison, we created two models - one for the datasets ASCAD\_desync0 and ASCAD\_desync100 (for which the trace length is 700), and the other for the datasets ASCAD\_desync200 and ASCAD\_desync400 (for which the trace length is 1500). Following their approach, we replaced the first convolutional layer of the two models with dilated convolution. We tuned the models for additional four sets of hyper-parameters: $[l_k = 16, dr = 4]$, $[l_k = 16, dr = 6]$, $[l_k = 32, dr = 3]$ and $[l_k = 64, dr = 2]$ where $l_k$ and $dr$ are respectively the kernel width and dilation rate of the dilated convolutional layer. Please refer to Appendix D for the details of the models used. As for EffCNN and SimplifiedEffCNN, we have used vertical standardization of ASCAD\_desync0 and horizontal standardization for the rest of the datasets as a preprocessing.

6.4.1 Results

For the experiments of this section, all the CNN-based models have been trained using profiling desync same as attack desync. On the other hand, for each of the experiments, we trained two TransNet models: one using no profiling desync and other using profiling desync same as the attack desync. We refer the model which is trained using profiling desync as ‘TransNet’ and the model which is trained using no profiling desync as ‘TransNet-prof-desync0’. The results are shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5a, we observe that on ASCAD\_desync0 dataset i.e. when there is no trace misalignment, all the methods perform well. However, as the amount of trace desynchronization gets larger, the performance of CNNBest and EffCNN becomes inferior by a large margin compared to the other four methods (Figure 5c). The performance of the rest of the four methods are similar up to desync 200. However, for desync 400, all the CNN-based alternatives struggle to bring down the mean key rank below 20 using as much as 5000 traces whereas TransNet requires about 800 traces to bring it down to 0 (Figure 5d). Moreover, the TransNet-prof-desync0 model which has been trained on only synchronized traces, also bring down the mean key rank below 1 using only 1000 traces suggesting the robustness of TransNet training to the amount of desync in the profiling traces.

To compare the robustness of TransNet with the CNN-based methods to the amount of desynchronization in the profiling traces, we trained two models for all the methods - one with profiling desync 0 and other with desync 200 and tested the models with attack desync 0 and 400. The results can be seen in Figure 6. In Figure 6a, we plot results of the models which have been trained using profiling desync 0. In this case, all the methods perform equally well for attack desync 0. However, for attack desync 400, TransNet reduces
the average key rank below 1 using 1000 traces whereas the CNN-based methods fail to bring down the average key rank significantly below 100 using 2000 traces. The results for profiling desync 200 are shown in Figure 6b. In this case, though the CNN-based methods still perform considerably good for attack desync 0, their performances for attack desync 400 still widely lagging the performance of TransNet. Overall, the Figure 6 shows that the performance of TransNet is almost invariant to the profiling desync whereas the CNN-based methods are required to be trained using profiling desync whose value is close to the value of attack desync.

In summary, we can say that TransNet performs far better than CNNBest on desynchronized attack traces. Though other CNN-based models perform similar or slightly better than TransNet when the amount of desynchronization in the attack traces is comparatively small, their performances get poor as the amount of desynchronization crosses a threshold. Moreover, TransNet can perform very well on highly desynchronized attack traces even when the model is trained on only aligned profiling traces. In this aspect, our work is in
Figure 6: Comparison of the robustness of TransNet and CNN-based models to profiling desync. Figure (a) plots results for models which are trained using no profiling desync. On the other hand, Figure (b) plots results for models which are trained using profiling desync 200. The label of the form \langle \text{model}_\text{name}\rangle-X-Y denotes model \langle \text{model}_\text{name}\rangle trained with profiling desync X and evaluated with attack desync Y.

line with the work of [CDP17] in which Cagli et al. have argued for an end-to-end model replacing the critical preprocessing steps like the realignments of traces. However, their model was still required to be trained on misaligned profiling traces to perform well on misaligned attack traces. Our approach can be considered as going a step forward in that direction where the model can be trained on aligned profiling traces as well to make it perform well on misaligned attack traces.

Finally, constructing deep learning models using the strategy of [ZBHV20] requires to design separate model architectures for different target devices and different amount of target trace desynchronization. Later in [PA20], Paguada et al. have relaxed this requirement. However, they still require to create different model architecture for different trace lengths. On the other hand, TransNet provides a single monolithic architecture which is rich enough to capture the complexity of the broader problems. Thus, the same architecture can be tuned using a different set of profiling traces to make it work for different target devices and thus, it reduces the necessity of human intervention further.

Next, we study the sensitivity of TransNet to different hyperparameters.

6.5 Sensitivity of TransNet to Different Hyperparameters and Hyperparameter Tuning

The number of hyperparameters introduced by TransNet is considerably large (please refer to Appendix C for a full list of TransNet hyperparameters). However, we set most of the hyperparameters following the standard convention used in transformer literature (please refer to Appendix C) leaving only the following hyperparameters to be tuned:

\textbf{d\_model} The hyperparameter, also has been denoted by d, represents the model dimension or the output dimension of the transformer layers.

\textbf{n\_head} The hyperparameter, also has been denoted by H, represents the number of heads used in the multi-head self-attention layers.
conv_kernel_size The hyperparameter represents the kernel width of the first convolutional layer of TransNet.

pool_size The hyperparameter represents the pool size (the stride is also set to be equal to pool size) of the average pooling layer after the convolutional layer of TransNet.

n_layer The hyperparameter, also has been denoted by $L$, represents the number of transformer layers in TransNet.

Among the above five hyperparameters, pool_size provides an efficacy-efficiency trade-off (please refer to Section 6.6 for a detailed discussion) and can be set to 1 for obtaining best results. We found that a default value of 128 for d_model and 2 for n_head works very well across the experiments. In this section, we study the sensitivity of TransNet to the remaining two hyperparameters namely conv_kernel_width and n_layer. We have shown the results in Figure 7. In Figure 7a, we plot the results of TransNet by varying the kernel width. From the figure, we can observe that, though the network fails to converge for kernel width 5, it performs almost similarly for kernel width 11, 21, and 31. This implies that kernel width can be chosen to be any value from a wide range like $[11, 31]$. Next, we study the sensitivity of TransNet to the number of transformer layers. The results are plotted in Figure 7b. As it can be seen in the figure, though the network has failed to converge for n_layer equal to 1, it has performed almost equally well for n_layer equal to 2, 4 and 6. Consequently, it can be said that any value for n_layer in the range $[2, 6]$ is good enough for TransNet. Thus, we can conclude that most of the hyperparameters of TransNet can be set to the default value. It also performs well for a wide range of values for the rest of the hyperparameters which reduces the overhead of hyperparameter tuning further.

6.6 Efficiency-Efficacy Trade-off by Varying Pool Size

In this section, we investigate the effect of different pool sizes on the TransNet results. Note that we expect the results of TransNet to be worse while gaining some computational efficiency for a larger value of pool size. Moreover, a study like [Zha19] demonstrated the
loss of shift-invariance of deep neural networks by the usage of the pooling layer. Thus, we also expect the loss of shift-invariance of TransNet with the increase of the pool size. Thus, we performed experiments with pool size 1 and 3 on ASCAD datasets. Figure 8a plots the results for profiling desync 0. In this case, both pool sizes perform similarly on attack desync 0. However, when evaluated on attack traces with desync 100, the model with a pool size of 3 performs substantially worse than that with pool size 1. We suspect the loss of shift-invariance of the TransNet model with increased pool size as the cause for its worse performance for attack desync 100. Next, we performed the same experiments with profiling desync 100. The results are shown in Figure 8b. In this case, the results of the model with pool size 3 for attack desync 100 has improved over the results obtained from the same model with profiling desync 0 though the other results remain almost the same. Thus, we conclude that introducing misalignments in the profiling traces can significantly improve the performance of TransNet when the pool size is greater than 1. To observe the gain of using a larger pool size on the training time of TransNet, we measured the training time of TransNet with the two pool sizes. The training times are shown in Table 5. As can be seen from the table, a TransNet model with a pool size of 3 is almost 6.8 times faster than the one with pool size 1. Thus, using a larger value of pool size provides computational efficiency in the exchange of a slight deterioration in its effectiveness.

### 6.7 Attention Probabilities and Shift Invariance of TransNet

For showing the shift invariance of transformer network in Section 4.2, we assumed that $p_{i, i+l} = 1$ for all $i = 0, \cdots, n - l$ (Assumption A3 of Section 4.2) where $p_{i,j}$ is the attention probability from $i$-th sample point to $j$-th sample point and $l$ is the distance between the mask leakage point and sbox leakage point. In this section, we show that the assumption approximately holds for TransNet. We show that, in TransNet, $p_{i,j}$ is on an average significantly large for $|i-j| = l$ and close to zero otherwise. To determine the range of values for $l$ on ASCAD dataset, we computed the SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and
Pearson correlation for $m[3]$ and $\text{Sbox}(p[3] \oplus k[3]) \oplus m[3]$ where $m[3]$, $p[3]$, and $k[3]$ are the mask, plaintext, and key byte of the third sbox of the first round. The SNR and Pearson correlation are plotted in Figure 9. The plot of SNR reveals that the leakages due to the manipulation of the mask byte are spread over approximately 100 to 200-th sample points. On the other hand, the leakages due to the manipulation of the output of the sbox are spread over approximately 500 to 600-th sample points. Thus the value of $l$ ranges between $[300, 500]$. Consequently, we expect high attention probabilities between sample points when their relative distances are about 300 to 500 or $-500$ to $-300$. To verify this fact, we plotted average attention probabilities between sample points according to their relative distances. More precisely, we have computed the average attention probabilities for relative distance $r$ where $r$ vary from $-(n-1)$ to $n-1$ ($n$ is the trace length) as follows:

$$R_r = \{(i, j) | 0 \leq i, j < n \text{ and } i - j = r\}$$

$$p_{\text{avg}}(r) = \frac{1}{T_a |R_r|} \sum_{0 \leq k < T_a} \sum_{i, j \in R_r} p_{kij}$$

where $T_a$ is the total number of attack traces, $p_{kij}$ denotes the attention probability from $i$-th token to $j$-th token of $k$-th trace and $|X|$ denotes the cardinality of set $X$. The plots are shown in figure 10.

The gray regions in the plots correspond to the region in which we expect the attention probabilities to be significantly higher than those in other regions. The peaks in or near the gray regions of Figure 10a and 10b indicate that both the attention heads of 0-th layer are putting significantly higher attention weight to sample points which are approximately 300 to 500 distance apart. Additionally, the 0-th attention head also shows some peaks for relative distances close to 600. This may be due to the sbox leakages near the 600 to 700-th sample points which are not properly visible in the SNR plot (Figure 9a) but are more prominent in the correlation plot (Figure 9b).

In the previous paragraph, we have observed that the self-attention layers put significantly higher attention probabilities to sample points which are approximately 300 to 500 distance apart from the target sample points. Since the attention probabilities do not depend on any positional information of the sample points apart from the relative positional encoding, we hypothesize that the higher attention probabilities depending on the relative distances of the sample points are contributed by the relative positional encoding. To verify the hypothesis, we investigate the contribution of relative positional encoding in the attention probabilities and its dependency on the relative distance of the sample points. Towards that goal, we plot the average differences in the probability scores...
from a sample point to another while using and not using the relative positional encoding. More precisely, for each relative distance $r$, $-(n-1) \leq r < n$, we compute the average difference score as

$$\mathcal{R}_r = \{(i,j) | 0 \leq i, j < n \text{ and } i - j = r\}$$

$$p_{\text{diff}}(r) = \frac{1}{T_a |\mathcal{R}_r|} \sum_{0 \leq k < T_a} \sum_{i, j \in \mathcal{R}_r} (\hat{p}_{ij}^k - \tilde{p}_{ij})$$

(41)

where $\hat{p}_{ij}^k$ is defined (ignoring the super script $k$) as

$$\tilde{a}_{ij} = \frac{\langle q_i, k_j \rangle + \langle q_i, u \rangle}{\sqrt{d_k}}$$

$$\tilde{p}_{ij} = \text{softmax}(\tilde{a}_{ij}; \tilde{a}_{i,0}, \ldots, \tilde{a}_{i,n-1})$$

Note that $\tilde{p}_{ij}$ has been defined by excluding the terms related to the relative positional encoding from the definition of $p_{ij}$ (Eq. 17). The plots are shown in Figure 11. By comparing Figure 11 with Figure 10, we can observe that the peaks of the two figures coincide with each other. Thus, we can conclude that the high peaks in the attention probabilities are caused by the relative positional encoding.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed to use TN for power attacks. A TN is better than other networks such as RNN or CNN in capturing long-distance dependency. Thus, it is a natural choice for a higher-order power attack. Using relative positional encoding, TN can be made shift-invariant as well. Thus, it is also highly effective against misaligned traces. We have proposed TransNet, a TN-based deep learning model, for power attacks. We have also experimentally evaluated the proposed TransNet model on synthetic datasets as well as ASCAD datasets. The results show that TransNet performs very well on highly misaligned attack traces even when it is trained on only aligned profiling traces. In comparison with other state-of-the-art deep learning models, it performs better by a wide margin on ASCAD datasets when the attack traces are highly misaligned. It also
performs considerably better than other models when the amount of desynchronization in the profiling traces is significantly less than that in the attack traces.

Recently, CNN-based deep learning models have gained popularity for performing power attacks. In this work, we present the TN-based deep learning model as a feasible alternative to the CNN-based models. The training of our proposed model, TransNet, is almost invariant to the amount of desynchronization in the profiling traces, and thus a better choice than CNN-based models when the attack traces are highly desynchronized or the amount of desynchronization in the profiling traces is significantly less than that in the attack traces. Moreover, the existing state-of-the-art CNN-based models are designed based on the input length or the amount of desynchronization in the attack traces or both. If the target device differs in any of the above parameters, entirely new models are required to be designed. Our proposed TransNet provides a single architecture that can be tuned for different target devices reducing the requirement of human intervention in power attacks further. We believe, starting from this work, the transformer network can be further improved for performing power attacks.
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A Self-Attention Operation

The output of a single head self-attention operation can be written using the following equations:

\[
\bar{Y} = \text{Self-Attention}(W_Q, W_K, W_V) \\
= \text{softmax} \left( \frac{Q K^T}{\sqrt{d_k}} \right) V \\
= \text{softmax} \left( \frac{X W_Q^T W_K X^T}{\sqrt{d_k}} \right) X W_V^T \\
= \text{softmax} (A) X W_V^T \\
= P X W_V^T \\
= \bar{Y} W_O^T
\]

where \(X, Q, K, V, Y\) and \(\bar{Y}\) are the matrices whose \(i\)-th row are \(x_i, q_i, k_i, v_i, y_i\) and \(\bar{y}_i\) respectively. \(M^T\) and \(\text{softmax}(M)\) respectively represent the transpose and row-wise softmax operations applied to the matrix \(M\). As stated before, the entry of \(i\) row and \(j\)-th column of the matrices \(A\) and \(P\) are \(a_{ij}\) and \(p_{ij}\) respectively where \(a_{ij}\) and \(p_{ij}\) are respectively defined in Eq. 6 and 7. The schematic diagram of self-attention layer is shown in Figure 12.

B Learning Rate Scheduling

Learning rate schedule plays an important role in any stochastic gradient descent based optimizations. Setting proper learning rate scheduling requires several considerations [ZLLS20].
First of all, the absolute value of learning rate is important as setting a large value for learning rate might make the optimization algorithm to diverge whereas setting a small value might make the algorithm to take too long to reach the optimal value.

Secondly, the learning rate should be decreased with training steps properly as decreasing the learning rate too slowly might make the optimization algorithm to oscillate around the optimal value instead of reaching the value whereas decreasing the learning rate too fast might results in a failure to reach the optimal value.

Thirdly, for the optimization of a large deep neural network, setting a large value of learning rate during the initial period of the training might result in sub-optimal optimization. Since the initial set of parameters are random, the initial gradient direction might not be too informative. Thus, setting a large gradient update during the initial period of the optimization might lead to converging to a sub-optimal minima. One common approach to optimize a large neural network is to use several warm-up steps, during which the learning rate is gradually increased to a large value starting from a small value. After the warm-up steps, some standard learning rate scheduling is followed.

Here, we describe several commonly used learning rate schedule.
**Linear Decay** In linear decay scheduling, the learning rate is decreased linearly with the training steps. More precisely, at $t$-th step, the learning rate $r_t$ is computed as

$$r_t = r_{\text{max}} + \frac{r_{\text{min}} - r_{\text{max}}}{t_{\text{max}}} \times t$$ (42)

where $r_{\text{max}}$, $r_{\text{min}}$ are the maximum and minimum learning rate and $t_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum training step. All of $r_{\text{max}}$, $r_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ are considered as hyper-parameters.

**Square Root Decay** In square root decay scheduling, the learning rate is decreased as the square root of the training steps. More precisely, at $t$-th step, the learning rate $r_t$ is computed as

$$r_t = r_{\text{max}} \times \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + t}}$$ (43)

where $r_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum/initial learning rate. $r_{\text{max}}$ is generally considered as a hyper-parameter.

**Cosine Decay** In cosine decay scheduling, the learning rate is decreased following a cosine curve. Thus, at $t$-th step, the learning rate $r_t$ is computed as

$$r_t = r_{\text{max}} + \frac{r_{\text{max}} - r_{\text{min}}}{2} \times (1 + \cos(\pi t/t_{\text{max}}))$$ (44)

where $r_{\text{max}}$, $r_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ are as defined before and are hyper-parameters of the scheduling algorithm.

The evolution of learning rate with the increase in training steps in various learning rate scheduling algorithms are shown in Figure 13a.

As stated earlier, for the training of large neural network models, several steps are kept as warm-up steps during which the learning rate is warmed up to a desired value starting from a small value. For training TN, it is common to use a linear warm-up schedule. In a linear warm-up schedule, the learning rate is linearly increased to $r_{\text{max}}$ starting from a low value (most often zero) over a duration of $t_{\text{warmup}}$ steps where $t_{\text{warmup}}$, known as warmup steps, is a hyper-parameter. Figure 13b plots the evolution of learning rate with training step in the above three learning scheduling algorithm with a linear warm-up.

C Hyper-parameter Setting

We set several hyperparameters of TransNet using the standard conventions which are followed in natural language processing (NLP). We set $d_k = d_v = d/H$ which is commonly followed in NLP. In NLP, $d_i$ is set to $4d$. However, we found $d_i = 2d$ also provide good results, thus we set $d_i = 2d$. In NLP, the number of heads $H$ is set to 16. Considering the simplicity of the problem in power attack, we set this hyperparameter to 2. The input length $n$ is set to be equal to the trace length. The relative positional encoding takes one hyperparameter named clamp_len. It is enough to set this hyperparameter to be equal to $n$. Our implemented TransNet model takes two hyperparameters for dropout: dropout and dropatt. In NLP, these two hyperparameters are set to 0.1. We found a value of 0.05 or 0.1 works equally well.

Complete list of hyperparameters used for training TransNet is given below.
For the experiments on the synthetic datasets, we used the same hyper-parameter setting except \texttt{conv\_kernel\_size}, \texttt{clamp\_len} and \texttt{train\_step}. We set the \texttt{conv\_kernel\_size} to one, \texttt{clamp\_len} to 200 and \texttt{train\_step} to 1000.

Note that we set some hyperparameters like \texttt{init}, \texttt{init\_std}, \texttt{max\_learning\_rate}, \texttt{clip}, \texttt{min\_lr\_ratio} and \texttt{warmup\_step} to the default value used in the implementation of [DYY+19].

\section{Details of Architectures of DilatedCNN Models}

In [PA20], Pagiudaa et al. have used two CNN models one for ASCAD fixed key dataset and the other for ASCAD random key dataset. For ASCAD fixed key dataset, they have used the EffCNN model [ZBHV20] as the base model for their experiments. Since we have also performed experiments on ASCAD fixed key dataset, we build two models using the approach proposed in [ZBHV20]. Since in the approach of [ZBHV20], the model architectures depend on the trace length and the amount of desynchronization, we build two models - one for datasets ASCAD\_desync0 and ASCAD\_desync100 in which the trace length is 700, and the other for datasets ASCAD\_desync200 and ASCAD\_desync400 in which the trace length is 1500. Further, for building the model for the datasets ASCAD\_desync0 and ASCAD\_desync100, we have used the approach of [ZBHV20] et al. and assumed the maximum trace desynchronization to be 100. Similarly, for building the model for the datasets ASCAD\_desync200 and ASCAD\_desync400, we have used the same approach of [ZBHV20] et al. and assumed the maximum trace desynchronization to be 400. Finally, the first convolutional layer of both models has been replaced by dilated convolutional layer. Following [PA20], we have tuned the models for an additional set of hyperparameters: \([l_k = 16, dr = 4], [l_k = 16, dr = 6], [l_k = 32, dr = 3] \text{ and } [l_k = 64, dr = 2]\) where \(l_k\) and \(dr\) are the kernel width and dilation rate of the dilated convolutional layer respectively.